Quimera™

A delicate, friendly, & clean type ideal for reading on screen, declined in 5 weights. A sanserif 'avec'!
Quimera includes 5 styles

Quimera Blanca 123
Quimera Gris 123
Quimera Negra 123
Quimera SuperNegra 123
Quimera Compacta 123
Quimera is based on our love for Antique Olive (1962) by Roger Excoffon. Quimera takes the same idea of strong horizontal stress in letterforms, which helps keeping the text line fixed while you are reading.

Antique Olive ‘62
by Roger Excoffon

Quimera has a delicate character and a good personality. Its counterforms bring great legibility on screen. While having a typical sanserif stroke modulation, Quimera's letterforms wear a very thin, capricious serif. This genetic contradiction is the reason behind its name, as it was a ‘sanserif avec’!
¿Abejas mexicanas?

12,380 reasons to smile

ROGER EXCOFFON

not a much loved character in France

BUT HE IS COMING BACK &

HE'LL ROCK SOON
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